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Section A (36 marks)

1 The stem and leaf diagram illustrates the heights in metres of 25 young oak trees.
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   Key: 4  2 represents 4.2

 (i) State the type of skewness of the distribution. [1]

 (ii) Use your calculator to find the mean and standard deviation of these data. [3]

 (iii) Determine whether there are any outliers. [4]

2 The probability distribution of the random variable X is given by the formula

P X r k r 12= = -_ _i i for r = 2, 3, 4, 5.

 (i) Show the probability distribution in a table, and find the value of k.  [3]

 (ii) Find E X_ i and Var X_ i. [5]

3 Each weekday Alan drives to work. On his journey, he goes over a level crossing. Sometimes he has to wait 
at the level crossing for a train to pass.

• W is the event that Alan has to wait at the level crossing.
• L is the event that Alan is late for work.

 You are given that P .L W 0 4=_ i , P 0.07W =_ i  and P 0.08L Wj =_ i .

 (i) Calculate P L Wk_ i.  [2]

 (ii) Draw a Venn diagram, showing the events L and W. Fill in the probability corresponding to each of the 
four regions of your diagram. [3]

 (iii) Determine whether the events L and W are independent, explaining your method clearly. [3]

4 At a dog show, three out of eleven dogs are to be selected for a national competition.

 (i) Find the number of possible selections. [2]

 (ii) Five of the eleven dogs are terriers. Assuming that the dogs are selected at random, find the probability 
that at least two of the three dogs selected for the national competition are terriers. [5]
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5 Malik is playing a game in which he has to throw a 6 on a fair six-sided die to start the game. Find the 
probability that

 (i) Malik throws a 6 for the first time on his third attempt, [3]

 (ii) Malik needs at most ten attempts to throw a 6. [2]

Section B (36 marks)

6 The heights x cm of 100 boys in Year 7 at a school are summarised in the table below.

Height 125 G x G 140 140 < x G 145 145 < x G 150 150 < x G 160 160 < x G 170

Frequency 25 29 24 18 4

 (i) Estimate the number of boys who have heights of at least 155 cm. [2]

 (ii) Calculate an estimate of the median height of the 100 boys. [3]

 (iii) Draw a histogram to illustrate the data. [5]

 The histogram below shows the heights of 100 girls in Year 7 at the same school.
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 (iv) How many more girls than boys had heights exceeding 160 cm? [3]

 (v) Calculate an estimate of the mean height of the 100 girls. [5]
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7 A coffee shop provides free internet access for its customers. It is known that the probability that a randomly 
selected customer is accessing the internet is 0.35, independently of all other customers.

 (i) 10 customers are selected at random.

  (A ) Find the probability that exactly 5 of them are accessing the internet. [3]

  (B ) Find the probability that at least 5 of them are accessing the internet. [2]

  (C ) Find the expected number of these customers who are accessing the internet. [2]

 Another coffee shop also provides free internet access. It is suspected that the probability that a randomly 
selected customer at this coffee shop is accessing the internet may be different from 0.35. A random sample 
of 20 customers at this coffee shop is selected. Of these, 10 are accessing the internet.

 (ii) Carry out a hypothesis test at the 5% significance level to investigate whether the probability for this 
coffee shop is different from 0.35. Give a reason for your choice of alternative hypothesis. [9]

 (iii) To get a more reliable result, a much larger random sample of 200 customers is selected over a period 
of time, and another hypothesis test is carried out. You are given that 90 of the 200 customers were 
accessing the internet. You are also given that, if X has the binomial distribution with parameters 
n = 200 and p = 0.35, then P 0.0022X 90H =_ i . Using the same hypotheses and significance level 
which you used in part (ii), complete this test. [2]


